ward as a coating,” says Kathy Collins, vice president of marketing for Lee Jeans. “The difference [here] is [the chemicals] become part of the molecular structure of the fiber, so they will never wash out. The fabric feels the same. It’s soft and breathable.” Lee is using Soane’s technology in its Lee Performance Khakis. Nano-Tex doesn’t actually make those pants, though. Burlington didn’t want to build mills or a plant to make the chemicals.

Enter the lawyer. John Englar, Burlington’s vice president of corporate development and law had been with the company since he joined in 1978 as senior assistant general counsel. Englar had managed licensing deals before, but the Nano-Tex scheme was to be his most complex.

Englar made Nano-Tex a virtual company along the lines of Cisco Systems. Cisco designs and markets routers for networks, but leaves the manufacturing, installation, and service to others. Likewise, Nano-Tex licenses with chemical manufacturers worldwide to make the polymers and then buys back the chemicals and sells them to fabric mills.

Nano-Tex reveals to suppliers the trade secrets necessary to create the nanofibers. The mills keep the manufacturing process a secret and sell only to Nano-Tex licensees like Lee and Eddie Bauer, Inc. The licensees must also let Nano-Tex inspect their products for quality control. Nano-Tex requires all clothes treated with its polymers to bear its trademarks—Nano-Care, NanoTouch, or Nano-Pel.

“We were looking for simplicity,” says Englar. “Instead of trying to count meters of fabric or units of garments made in China, it’s a whole lot simpler to collect your royalty and to make your profit on the front end through the chemical sale.”

Englar and his team handle the legal issues related to contracts with the mills and the apparel makers. The company relies on firms in each jurisdiction to make sure its technology and trade secrets are properly protected under local laws. In the United States Englar has used the Washington D.C., firms Arnold & Porter and Nixon & Vanderhye. In Asia he uses the Hong Kong office Cleveland’s Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue and Shanghai’s CMS Cameron McKenna.

Nano-Tex believes the market for its formulas could be $2 billion a year, small change in the $1 trillion worldwide apparel industry. Dockers, Haggar, and Savane are selling Nano-Dry dress slacks that whisk perspiration away from the skin. Maybe getting out of bankruptcy will be no sweat.

—Mark Roberti

ENZO AGAIN: THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT’S ABOUT-FACE

By Ari Kaplan

My grandmother once told me that I should admit when I am wrong and move on with my life. Apparently, two of the judges on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit have also heard this advice. In a stunning July decision a three-judge panel unanimously reversed its own 2-to-1 April ruling in Enzo Biochem v. Gen-Probe. This time around Judges Alan Lourie and Sharon Prost agreed with dissenter Judge Timothy Dyk.

Gen-Probe Incorporated and a number of other companies were sued by Enzo Biochem, Inc., for patent infringement. Gen-Probe and the others countersued, claiming that Enzo’s patent on a method of detecting gonorrhea was invalid because it failed to meet the written description requirement. Typically, an inventor must adequately describe an innovation in writing to demonstrate that he or she has full possession of it.

In the biotech field the written description requirement tends to cross paths with the enablement requirement, which compels an inventor to provide specific instructions on how to reproduce the invention. The instructions need to be adequate for a person “skilled in the art” to understand.

The trouble is, it is not simple to describe a genetic sequence or protein in writing. So biotech patent applicants have
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sought protection based on a description of the invention's purpose along with a deposit of the material at issue in a public storage lab. This practice is consistent with past holdings of the Federal Circuit and the government's own Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.

Back in April, though, the three-judge panel, attempting to follow a 1997 case that established more stringent requirements for patents involving genetic material, held that depositing virtually indescribable material in a public lab did not satisfy the written description requirement. The ruling shook the IP community [see "What A Bind!" June].

Enzo filed for rehearing with the support of amicus curiae briefs from Fish & Richardson and the U.S. Department of Justice. The government argued that Enzo should be reconsidered because it "had the serious potential of undermining a large number of issued patents," says former U.S. patent commissioner O. Todd Dickinson.

Upon rehearing the panel reversed itself, deciding that the written description and enablement requirements can be met by depositing vital material in a public lab. The case is now back with the district court on remand.

How often does the Federal Circuit reverse itself? According to unofficial statistics compiled by the Federal Circuit Bar Association, rehearing is only granted, either by a panel or by the entire court en banc, in only 2 percent of cases. As for reversal by a panel, "this is a complete first for the Federal Circuit in patent law," says Harold Wegner a partner at Washington, D.C.'s Foley & Lardner. He notes that the last reversal of this sort was decided by the Federal Circuit's predecessor, the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals.

Is the circuit likely to revisit cases more often? Fish & Richardson's Frank Porcelli, counsel of record for his firm's amicus brief, thinks a trend may be emerging based upon the Federal Circuit's 1998 decision in Nobelpharma AB v. Implant Innovations, Inc. and its 2001 decision in Eli Lilly v. Barr Laboratories, Inc.

In the first case, a panel reconsidered its initial holding and modified it, vacating the original decision. In the second case, the circuit, sitting en banc, vacated a decision and sent it back to the panel, which reached the same conclusion on different grounds. These sorts of reconsiderations are more efficient than convening the entire court for oral arguments and a ruling, Porcelli says, and may become more common.

In the Enzo case, many biotech practitioners are pleased by the court's about-face. Says Robert Sullivan, a partner at New York's Darby & Darby: "Enzo II will have much less impact on biotech patent practice than Enzo I would have, had it not been vacated."

Ari Kaplan is an attorney in New York City.